
R4724671
 Fuengirola

REF# R4724671 450.000 €

BEDS

2

BATHS

2

BUILT

74 m²

TERRACE

39 m²

Step into your new paradise oasis! This corner apartment, whose modern elegance meets practical comfort,
is a true jewel with its newly updated finishes and state-of-the-art amenities creating a lifestyle that is hard to
beat. The first thing that catches your attention is the bright and airy living room where natural light streams
in through the generous windows, creating an atmosphere of harmony. The open plan layout gives a sense
of space and allows you to create your own personal oasis. The large terrace, almost 40 square meters,
offers plenty of space for large gatherings and thanks to its corner location, you get to enjoy the sun most of
the day. The kitchen is a perfect balance of form and function with modern appliances, generous work
surfaces and plenty of storage space to explore all your culinary passions. Two spacious bedrooms offer a
sanctuary of peace and relaxation, with room for king-sized beds and customized storage solutions in built-
in wardrobes. Master bedroom with bathroom en-suite and there is also an additional fully equipped
bathroom for convenience. Located in the sought-after area of Carvajal, this residence is perfect for those
seeking peace and quiet while still being close to all amenities. With only a short five-minute walk to
Carvajal's train station and just a few minutes further to the beach with its diverse range of restaurants and
shops, you get the best of both worlds. A warm welcome to a home where you will enjoy and create
memories for many years to come!
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